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The World’s Leading Card Manufacturer

A dedicated gift card, loyalty and membership specialist synonymous with 
the fastest lead-times and highest service levels in the industry.  Nitecrest 
have a wealth of manufacturing experience, producing over 5 million cards, 
on site, on a daily basis, offering a turnkey solution delivered directly to 
consumer, bulk to stores or via distribution centres.

Operating a 120,000 sq. ft. Visa and MasterCard secure facility in 
Lancashire, Nitecrest hold the ISO 27001 security stamp, and are 
proud winners of The Queen’s Award for International Trade.

SERVICES ASSOCIATION
EUROPEAN CALLING CARD

14001 9001
Visa and MasterCard Certified
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Manufacturing Capabilities
Nitecrest combine in-house printing and state-
of-the-art fulfilment providing a full turnkey 
solution.

Nitecrest have both eco waterless lithographic 
printing and digital printing services producing 
the same high quality prints, on plastic and 
board materials. We manufacturer over 5 
million cards on a daily basis from large print 
runs to smaller print-on-demand and offer a full 
range of personalisation. Nitecrest’s fulfilment 
bureau is capable of matching and attaching 
10,000 units per hour, per machine dispatching 
in bulk to store, direct to consumer or storing in 
our secure facility.

Highlights...
• Waterless Litho Printing

• Digital Printing

• Fulfilment Bureau

• Secure storage facility 

• Personalisation

• Print on demand 
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Capable of large,
multi-million card

print runs

LITHO

Print on demand, 
low volume prints 
and fast delivery

DIGITAL

Same superior quality printing
and manufacturing 





Concept &
Creativity

Consistency…
Nitecrest use a quality 
control software system for 
monitoring and reporting 
on print performance. The 
enhanced colour recognition 
capability ensures the 
transposition from artwork to 
press is accurate and allows 
us to print to a consistently 
high level.

Nitecrest’s team of experienced designers are 
experts in the creation of a range of gift card 
products, one-off promotional materials and loyalty 
schemes. We understand design of the product 
is hugely important to your brand and as such 
we have expertise in matching to existing brand 
guidelines, supported by state-of-the-art colour 
matching software.

Eco Plastic and Board materials
Nitecrest manufacture cards on various substrates 
such as PVC, styrene HIP, PETG, and Eco board. Our 
team will ensure you have the correct material for 
your given application.

Nitecrest also specialise in the production of carriers 
for cards, sharing best practice on designs and 
functionality. See Carriers and Packaging for more.
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Gift Cards

Spend more on a gift card than 

they would on a physical gift.

81.3%

State of the Nation '17 UK Gift Card & Voucher Association8

Gift cards are a staple business marketing tool and a preferred gift of choice 
for consumers. Working with a capable gift card manufacturer is vital to 
ensuring the success of your campaign. Nitecrest works with retailers and 
other businesses to ensure their gift cards and accompanying carriers are 
of the highest quality, while also ensuring the look and feel is appealing to 
the audience.

In the UK market place, gift card programs are seeing an increase across all 
retail sectors. Gift cards have a multitude of benefits for retailers, and are a 
fantastic way to further market your business to the consumer, who, over the 
last couple of years has fully embraced the concept of gift cards and year 
on year growth of the market is set to continue.

Whether being targeted as a scheme in the promotional or incentives 
market place, gift cards offer the consumer a value added gift experience. 
This allows the recipient to self-select their purchase, quite often a preference 
over receiving a product chosen for them. 



Boots 

Nectar

Body Shop

Marks &  
Spencers

Harrods
Debenhams

Zara
Argos

TopshopTopman

TescoOne4All

River Island

WHSmith



Special
Finishes
Adding a special finish over and above a standard 

printed plastic card can significantly add value to 

the cards perception as a product to the consumer 

and therefore has the ability to drive sales of your 

product over the competition. 

The consumer is becoming more demanding 

in their expectations from gift and loyalty cards; 

no longer do they want a standard plastic card, 

instead they are seeking out those which are 

offering something special and look superior. 

Nitecrest offer a full range of special finishes from 

contemporary printing techniques to specialist  

in-line and off-line finishes such as those which we 

have listed to the right hand side.

Specification...
• Embossing

• De-embossing

• Coloured and metallic 

foiling

• Holographic foiling 

• Pattern UV varnish

• Matt and gloss 

lamination

• Pearlescent finishes

• Glitter finishes

• Metallic and mirror 

boards

• Metallic and spot 

printed colours

• Bespoke shapes  

and profiles

• Magnetic tape –  

hi-co and lo-co

• Lenticular flip and  

3D images





Lenticular
Cards
Lenticular is the illusion of movement, depth and 

perspective within flat printed images. 

This is achieved by manipulating flat images with 

sophisticated software before printing directly 

onto a sheet of material containing thousands 

of lenses called lenticules. These lenticules 

deceive the eye by allowing it to simultaneously 

view alternating sections of multiple flat images. 

Consequently the viewer of a lenticular image 

perceives movement, depth and perspective, 

where there is none!

A good flip, motion or zoom effect is made up of 

images that flip back and forth or side to side as 

you turn the lenticular piece.

Specification...
• Lenticular

• 3D animations

• Flip effect

• Motion effect

• Zoom effect

• Reverse (non-lenticular)

Of consumers spend more than 

the value on the card, adding on 

top of the average value of the 

card itself

72.1%

State of the Nation '17 UK Gift Card & Voucher Association



Specification...
• Bespoke Shapes

• Brand Matching

• Novelty Designs

• Seasonal Campaigns

Spend extra cash when redeeming 

a gift card.

38.2%

State of the Nation '17 UK Gift Card & Voucher Association

Nitecrest offers shaped cards that are 

ideal for emphasising a brand design or 

matching the curvature and design on 

other brand materials. 

Over the years Nitecrest have produced 

a huge variety of novelty shaped cards 

including seasonal festive cards and even 

rounded cards.

Bespoke Shaped
Cards 



Carriers &
Packaging
Nitecrest offer a wide variety of 

packaging and carrier options. To 

complete your gift card manufacturing 

process. Choose from cards on flat 

carriers to integral hanging pieces, 

secure packs, shell and slides and gift 

box options. 

Whether you have a design in mind or 

are looking for a new innovative stand-

out scheme our team can help.

CARD CARRIERS

SHELL AND SLIDE GIFT BOX AND INNER CARD CARRIER



Mall Cards
Closed / Open Loop
Nitecrest issue both open loop and closed loop cards with 

industry partners via their distribution hubs; Epay, Incomm 

and Blackhawk Network, producing cards to a specific 

required standard.

Distributed through:-



Nitecrest offers full service gift card fulfilment;

Bulk order to distribution centre – Nitecrest can send 
orders in bulk to chosen distribution centres 

To store – orders can be dispatched direct to store for store 
call-offs

Bulk to business – B2B orders can be dispatched direct to 
businesses for corporate bulk ordering 

Gift Card
Fulfilment

Services...
• Reporting and stock 

control
• VISA and MasterCard 

secure facility
• Track and trace 

distribution
• Next day delivery 

services 
• Dispatch standard and 

custom cards in same 
order

• Online fulfilment

Direct to
consumer

Bulk dispatch
to store

Send in bulk to 
distribution centre 

(such as Blackhawk 
and Incomm)

Stored in our secure 
facility with daily
call off available

Online fulfilment 
(see overleaf)  





Online Fulfilment/
Personalisation Platform

The ability to completely personalise the product with a 
photo upload, video content or bespoke packaging 
appeals to 63%

State of the Nation '17 UK Gift Card & Voucher Association

Nitecrest fulfil orders online through 
retailer websites with the Nitecrest 
integrated platform. The award winning 
technology is available as an IFrame 
or as a Microsite.

B2C – orders dispatched direct to 
consumer can be custom designed 
cards or standard design gift cards. 

B2B – corporate orders can be 
fulfilled online for custom design 
and standard design gift cards.

Nitecrest further amplify its custom card offering with video 
messaging; consumers are able to add their own image, 
text and video. The recipient then receives a card containing 
a card with a QR code which redeems the video message.

63%

INTEGRATED PLATFORM

PHOTO UPLOAD



OPTIONAL CUSTOM
CARRIER

CUSTOM CARD

HALL OF FAME
AWARDS

WINNER

Most Innovative
Technology Product

This Award is presented to:

The World’s Leading Card Manufacturer



Incentivise, retain and reward your customers with loyalty, 
membership and commercial cards. Nitecrest can 
handle full production from printing the cards through to 
encoding, embossing, thermal printing and direct mailing 
your products.

We support you to ensure your loyalty scheme meets the 
needs of your customer such as ensuring you choose 
the correct card type, whether that be the standard 
CR80 credit card format, key tags, card and integrated 
key tag (M25) or a choice from a 
range of custom shapes.

Loyalty, Membership & 
Commercial Cards
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Loyalty
Card

Membership
Card

Commercial
Card



TRITAGS

CUSTOM KEY CARDS

DOUBLE KEY CARDS

KEY CARD WITH LEAFLET

M25

We offer a wide range of card formats ideal for 
loyalty and membership cards including key cards 
and bespoke shape cards. Cards are manufactured 
to the ISO 760 micron laminated specification, screen 
printing for metallic colours, litho printing for special 
colours and four colour work are available on all of 
our presses.

Shaped Cards
& Carriers



A.
B.
C.
D.

PVC Overlay (Reverse)
Personalisation
Printed Card Face
PVC Overlay (Face)

Our subsurface process completely protects 

barcodes and numbers from excessive 

wear and tear for long-lasting key tags. Our 

cards are not encapsulated products that 

delaminate over time -they are laminated 

to the same ISO standard as a credit card.

Loyalty cards and key tags 
with sub-lamination

Sub-lamination

A.

B.

C.

D.



The application of both hi-co and lo-co 
magnetic tape is available. Signature panels 
and holograms can be applied as well as 
smart chip integration to the loyalty card.

12.7mm Magnetic Stripe Encoding

Signature Panels

Barcodes and 
Magnetic StripeNitecrest supply loyalty and membership 

cards with a range of access control options 
including barcoding and radio frequency 
identification (RFID).

RFID uses electromagnetic
fields to automatically identify and grant 
controlled access.

8.4mm Magnetic Stripe Encoding

Bar Codes

• Access Control

• Stadium / Event 

Passes

• Hotel Key Cards

• Identification 

Passes

Access Control
Cards





Direct Mail/
Fulfilment
Nitecrest’s direct mailing and fulfilment services print, match and attach large volumes in our in-house 
state-of-the-art facility.

• Data cleansing

• Document set up and laser 
print

• DOD inkjet technology

• Fill up to C4 size 

• Personalisation and 
attaching

• Folding and quality control

• No minimum quantities

• Royal Mail standard and 
mailsort 

• Thermal embossing

• Up to 6 variable inserts

• Chip encoding

Large in-house mailing and fulfilment department



The spirit of tastecard
At tastecard we are proud that our diners’ club is a co-operative, in the truest sense of the word.  Both members and restaurants enjoy the benefits of being 

discounts available in our partner restaurants and, in return, the restaurants enjoy the benefit of hugely increased footfall from our members.

If this co-operation exists, then tastecard will continue to grow for the benefit of members and restaurateurs alike.

tastecard makes eating out 

people to eat out more and to enjoy new dining experiences
Order from the à la carte 
menu and receive either

 or 2 for 1
across all courses

Restaurants benefit when youorder ‘paid for drinks’ alongsidecomplimentary beverages

tastecard is proud to serve you discounts at over 6500 restaurants...saving millions of members over £500 every year dining out!

£

Spirit of

Mr John Wilson 
32 Marathon Place 
Moss Side Industrial Estate 
Leyland, Lancashire 
PR26 7QN

Loyalty Package Example

SELECTIVE INSERTS
AND ADDITIONAL LITERATURE 



Global Presence
Africa   •   America   •   Asia-Pacific   •   Europe   •   Middle East   •   South Asia

Head Office:  
Nitecrest Ltd 

32 Marathon Place 

Moss Side Industrial Estate 

Leyland, Lancashire 

PR26 7QN

Contact
Details

 +44 (0)1772 431888

sales@nitecrest.com

www.nitecrest.com
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Visit www.simplyplasticcards.com 

discount on
application

Trade

3 day
service

Order between
50 - 10,000 cards?

Hairdressers | Automotive | Hospitality and Leisure  
Printers and Print Management | Educational Facilities

Use our online card 
builder tool, or upload 
print ready artwork

• Business Cards
• Discount Cards
• Event Passes
• Gift Cards
• ID Cards
• Key Tags
• Cards with Key Tags
• Loyality Cards
• Membership Cards
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